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Provided that the shape, size, and composition profile of semiconductor-embedded quantum dots are given,
theory is able to accurately calculate the excitonic transitions, including the effects of inhomogeneous strain,
alloy fluctuations, electron-hole binding, and multiband and intervalley coupling. While experiment can accu-
rately provide the spectroscopic signature of the excitonic transitions, accurate determination of the size, shape,
and composition profile of such dots is still difficult. We show how one can arrive at a consistent picture of
both the material and the electronic structure by interactive iteration between theory and experiment. Using
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, electron-energy-loss spectroscopy, and photoluminescence
~PL! spectroscopy in conjunction with atomistic empirical pseudopotential calculations, we establish a model
consistent with both the observed material structure and measured electronic/optical properties of a quantum
dot sample. The structural model with best agreement between measured and predicted PL is a truncated cone
with height 35 Å, base diameter 200 Å, and top diameter 160 Å, having a nonuniform, peaked composition
profile with average 60% In content. Next, we use our best structure to study the effect of varying~i! the
amount of In in the dots, and~ii ! the spatial distribution of In within the dots. We find that by either increasing
the amount of In within the dot or by concentrating a given amount of In near the center of the dot, both
electrons and holes become more strongly bound to the dot. A small change of In content from 50 to 60%
causes an exciton redshift of about 70 meV. Changing the composition profile from a uniform In distribution
to a centrally peaked distribution can redshift the exciton by an additional 20–40 meV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.125302 PACS number~s!: 78.66.2w, 85.35.Be
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Interdependence of theory and experiment in determining
the material and electronic structure of dots

Correct prediction of the excitonic gap of
semiconductor-embedded ‘‘self-assembled’’ quantum
~QD! is highly nontrivial, yet it is a crucial prerequisite fo
understanding the basic optical properties of such syste
Even if the size, shape, and composition profile were kn
exactly, an appropriate theory must take into account~i! the
existence of strong multiband coupling~e.g., electron-hole
hole-hole! without which the orbital symmetry, polarizatio
ratio, and level splitting pattern can be qualitative
incorrect,1–3 ~ii ! the existence of inhomogeneous and pos
bly anharmonic strain that not only varies strongly from t
base to the top of the dot, but also has a lower point-gr
symmetry than that gleaned from the geometric shape of
dot,4 ~iii ! multivalley ~e.g., G2X) interactions5,6 that may
localize wave functions at the interface,~iv! the presence o
significantly screened and size-dependent direct and
change Coulomb interactions that shift the excitonic gap7,8

and~v! the possibility that the dot and its wetting layer~WL!
are a random alloy rather than a pure phase,9–13 with a pos-
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sibly nonuniform composition profile,14–16 necessitating a
correct description of alloy statistical fluctuations.17,18

Pseudopotential models of such quantum dots1,2,19–21are ca-
pable of taking these effects into account by retaining
atomistic nature of the system. These models use fast ‘‘o
N’’ diagonalization of the pseudopotential Hamiltonian,2,22

and are an alternative to the commonly us
effective-mass23–30 andk•p32–35 envelope-function approxi-
mations.

It has been possible in the past to fit the excitonic gap
models that neglect all, or most, physical factors indica
above.24,25,27 Indeed, even single-band effective-mass tre
ments without explicit strain effects have successfully a
justed the geometric and other physical parameters of the
to fit the measured gap.24,25,27However, it is now known that
for a givensize, shape, and composition of a self-assemb
dot, simple theoretical models such as single-band effec
mass produce significant errors in the excitonic gap and le
spacings relative to more complete theoretical models us
identical input parameters.36 For example, assuming a pyra
midal InAs dot with a base of 113 Å and height of 56
embedded in GaAs, and comparing to a pseudopoten
treatment of the same Hamiltonian,36 a single-band effective-
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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mass model overestimates the excitonic band gap
;150 meV, misses all but 4 meV of the;25 meV splitting
in the second (p-like! electron level, and overestimates th
splitting between first and second levels by;80 meV. This
is the case even if the effective-mass value is adjusted to
strain into account~otherwise errors are far larger!. Eight-
bandk•p models do much better, e.g., the error in the ex
tonic gap is reduced to;90 meV, although the splitting in
the second electron level is still only;3 meV ~instead of
25 meV), and the spacings in the hole levels are too larg36

While a reliable theoretical description of self-assemb
dots withgivensize, shape, and composition is now feasib
an accurate experimental determination of such geome
and compositional parameters needed as input to the ca
lations has proven to be difficult. Consequently, the interp
between theoretical methods and experimental growth
measurement techniques has become crucial to the un
standing and engineering of dot properties. A central is
here is the need to know the compositional profile of the d
discussed next.

B. The problem of compositional changes in dots

The composition profile of nominally InxGa12xAs quan-
tum dots grown on a GaAs substrate is not necessari
uniform distribution of InxGa12xAs alloy. Rather, the com
position profile may depend on many aspects of the gro
process, including~i! the nominal composition of the do
layer, ~ii ! the growth temperature,11 ~iii ! strain-driven In en-
richment of the dots,14–16 ~iv! composition changes durin
capping,37 and ~v! post-growth annealing.9,10,38–41Intermix-
ing processes fall into two categories:~i! those that dilute the
average In concentration of the dots,@leading to blue-shifted
photoluminescence~PL!#; and ~ii ! those that enrich the In
content in the core of the dot~leading to redshifted PL!.

~i! In-diluting compositional changes.Growth tempera-
ture and annealing play a key role in composition lower
the In content of self-assembled dots. For example, p
growth thermal annealing of quantum dot samples blue sh
the PL emission of an ensemble of dots and narrows
linewidths of the inhomogeneously broadened
peaks.9,10,38–41 Indeed, nominally In0.5Ga0.5As samples an-
nealed for 30 s at 950 °C have been reported to have a
shift of the first PL peak from 1.17 to 1.35 eV, with a
accompanying line narrowing from 61 to 24 meV.9 Using
high-resolution cross-sectional scanning tunneling micr
copy~STM!, Lita et al.42 observed the vertical distribution o
In atoms in annealed samples. They find both vertical in
diffusion of In out of the dot with a diffusion length of 1.2
nm as well as an exponentially decaying In-rich tail abo
the dots, attributed to surface segregation. Even in un
nealed samples, growth temperatures above 420 °C h
been observed to cause significant Ga incorporation
nominally InAs dots.11 STM measurements of the volume
uncapped dots have shown that growth of nominally In
dots at a typical temperature of'500 °C actually produces
alloy dots with 30% Ga content.11 Large Ga content in nomi
nally InAs dots has also been observed with grazing incid
x-ray diffraction.12,13
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~ii ! In-enriching compositional changes.A competing
composition changing effect has recently been reported:
In-enrichment of InGaAs/GaAs alloy dots.14–16 Both plan-
view transmission electron microscopy~TEM!14 and x-ray
diffraction15 have indicated a higher average In content in
quantum dot compared to either the nominal composition
the measured wetting layer composition. Liuet al.16 have
measured the composition profile of large dots (450 Å b
and 100 Å height! in @110# cross-section STM images, an
find an In rich core with an inverted-triangular shape. Th
have suggested that the In-enrichment and invert
triangular profile is due to the strain profile of the dot attra
ing In nonuniformly during the growth process. Grazing i
cidence x-ray measurements on uncapped nominally I
dots confirm an In content that increases from bottom to t
but with a laterally uniform profile, rather than an inverte
triangular distribution.12,13Fry et al.30 have observed an elec
tric dipole attributed to the center of gravity of the hole bei
above that of the electron,30 and a similar dipole has bee
seen in other quantum dots samples.31 Effective-mass23,30

and pseudopotential21 calculations have confirmed that suc
a dipole moment is consistent with a graded indium com
sition, with indium content increasing from the bottom to t
top of the dot.21,23

The blue shifting of PL lines due to In/Ga compositio
changes has been studied theoretically within the effect
mass approximation~EMA! for quantum wells43 and lens-
shaped dots.44 In the calculations, the composition profile o
the barriers was diffused, changing abrupt interfaces i
graded interfaces, and both the effective mass and confi
potential were made material dependent. Our calculati
differ from these previous calculations in two significa
ways:~i! the compositional variation is treated with pseud
potential Hamiltonian for atomistic random alloy, which co
rectly describes alloy optical bowing and statistical fluctu
tions; and~ii ! our composition profile, taken from energ
dispersive x-ray~EDX! and electron-energy-loss spectro
copy ~EELS! measurements, has a peaked rather than bro
ened In distribution. The extent to which such compositi
changes, modeled atomistically, lead to a simple chang
confining potential will be discussed in Sec. V B.

C. Outline of our present work

In this paper we report how experimental and theoreti
tools have been used interactively to determine the geom
and compositional parameters and the resulting electro
properties of InGaAs/GaAs self-assembled alloy quant
dots, grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposit
~MOCVD! with nominal 50% In content and a deposition
four monolayers~ML’s !. A previous paper21 addressed InAs/
GaAs dots made of nominally pure InAs, as opposed to
alloy dots studied here.

The logic sequence of our work is as follows. First, usi
TEM, EDX, and EELS, the structure of MOCVD-grow
InGaAs/GaAs alloy quantum dots was determined, lead
to the structural and compositional parameters depicted
‘‘Model 1’’ in Fig. 1 ~a!. Second, pseudopotential calculatio
of this structure were carried out, considering both a unifo
2-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CONSEQUENCES OF In/Ga . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 125302
In composition profile and a nonuniform, peaked profile~as
shown on the left and right sides of Fig. 1! and covering a
range of possible In composition values. Comparison of
excitonic energies with those measured via photolumin
cence led to a discrepancy of 100–150 meV for the fun
mental exciton, and 70–110 meV for the second excit
Most importantly, this structural model led to the existen
of only a single, dot-localized electron level~the higher lev-
els being wetting-layer like!, while the observed PL consist
of a few peaks. Third, subsequent high-resolution TEM m
surements were carried out, leading to a different struct
model depicted as ‘‘Model 2’’ in Fig. 1~b!. Here the base
diameter changed from 150 to 200 Å and the top diame
changed from 70 to 160 Å. Fourth, the pseudopoten
technique was applied to the ‘‘Model 2’’ structure. The d
crepancy between the calculated and measured excit
transition is now reduced to;30 and;10 meV for the first
and second excitons, and the calculated wetting layer tra
tion is within 10 meV of experiment. Most importantly, th
structural model produces six dot-localized electron sta
grouped into three energy shells, in agreement with the
served PL. We conclude that the dot has a nonunifo
peaked composition profile with average In content of 60
This iterative experiment-theory interaction highlights t
sensitivity of the electronic structure to the material struct
and the importance of accurate measurements of the la
Finally, having established a reasonable size and compos
profile, we use our pseudopotential technique to investig
in detail the electronic structure and wave functions of t
dot, as well as to study the generic effect of composit
variations on the properties of such dots.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the two structural mod
used in this work, with size and shapes based on TEM and E
images.~a! Model 1 is our first model, and~b! Model 2 our revised
model, based on higher quality measurements. The In distribu
for the uniform and nonuniform, peaked composition profiles
shown on the sides of the figure.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Transmission electron microscopy is a suitable techni
for the characterization of low-dimensional materials
nanoscales, due to its high spatial resolution and the po
bility of combining structural and analytic techniques. In t
present work, we combine high-resolution transmission e
tron microscopy ~HRTEM! observations with EDX and
EELS to study the structural and chemical features of
InGaAs/GaAs alloy quantum dots. The assessment of
quantum dot shape and size was performed by HRTEM
corroborated by the comparison with plan-view electron m
croscopy images, atomic force microscopy~AFM!, and scan-
ning tunneling microscopy~STM!.45 The spatially resolved
composition profile was measured by high spatial resolut
EDX and EELS.

The samples were grown by a horizontal low-press
Aixtron reactor at 550 °C, using standard precursors
InGaAs and GaAs. The base pressure was 20 mbar, and
III/V ratio was fixed around 100 with a deposition rate of
ML/sec. @01̄1# cross-sectional specimens were prepared
TEM studies by mechanical polishing down to a thickness
less than 10mm, then the thickness was further reduced
electron transparency with a 4-kV Ar11 ion mill, using a
GATAN Precision Ion Polishing System~PIPS!. A JEOL
4000 EX II operating at 400 kV accelerating voltage with
interpretable resolution of 0.17 nm was used for the TE
observations. High spatial resolution chemical analysis w
performed using a Vacuum Generator’s HB501 scann
transmission electron microscope~STEM! equipped with a
cold field emission gun, a windowless EDX spectromet
and a GATAN parallel electron-energy-loss spectrome
~PEELS! with energy resolution better than 1 eV. The micr
scope is capable of focusing an intense electron beam
subnanometer dimensions. An EMISCAN data acquisit
system is interfaced to the microscope both for digital ima
and spectral acquisition. The EMISCAN system can also
used to collect and process position resolved lines for E
and EELS spectra with nanometer resolution.

The EDX and EELS measurements provide informat
about the relative In/As concentration ratio along the li
scan direction, with a spatial resolution of the order of t
probe size. However, the absolute calibration of the In c
tent is not known at present, as it requires the precise kno
edge of~i! beam/profile convolution effects,~ii ! damage dur-
ing preparation of the thin cross sections, and~iii ! the
overlap between the quantum dot and the surrounding ma
when the structure is viewed in projection. In order to hav
simple and reliable calibration of the absolute In content,
scan a range of compositions for the wetting layer, calcu
for each the exciton gap using the present pseudopote
method, and fit the gap to the observed PL measurem
~note46 that single-band models45 produce different results
than the multiband pseudopotential methods!. In a PL experi-
ment we probe some 100 square microns, i.e., a very la
WL area with some dots on top. We assume that WL em
sion will reflect the ground level energy far from the do
Atomistic pseudopotential calculations of a 4-M
In0.5Ga0.5As WL yield a structure 12.1 Å thick with a
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1.40-eV excitonic gap, in excellent agreement with the
served PL peak at 1.4 eV, as well as the actual WL thickn
from TEM. We therefore scale the In/As profiles determin
by EDX and EELS so that the maximum of the In/As coun
measured in the WL region corresponds toxIn550%, and
obtain the absolute composition profile of the nanostructu

The measured PL spectra is shown as a solid line in

FIG. 2. Comparison of theoretical exciton energies~bold ar-
rows! for Model 2 ~and nonuniform, peaked In distribution wit

x̄In560%) with experimental photoluminescence data~solid line!.
The PL between 1.1 and 1.37 eV is fit with three Gaussians~dashed
lines! centered at 1.165, 1.250, and 1.315 eV~thin arrows!. We
attribute these to excitonic recombination from the first shelle0

2h0), second shell (e12h1 ,e22h2), and third shell (e32h3 ,e4

2h5 ,e52h4), respectively. We attribute the double PL peak ne
1.4 eV to emmision from the wetting layer.
12530
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2. There are three prominent features in the PL spectra:~i! a
broad peak centered around 1.17 eV,~ii ! a second broad pea
centered around 1.31 eV, and~iii ! a double peak with ener
gies 1.4 and 1.43 eV. Closer analysis of the two broad pe
at 1.17 and 1.31 eV reveals the possibility that these
actually three peaks. In fact, the PL spectra for energies
tween 1.0 and 1.35 eV is fit very well by three Gaussia
centered at 1.165, 1.250, and 1.315 eV~shown by dashed
lines in Fig. 2!. These are summarized in the last column
Table I.

III. THEORETICAL TOOL: THE
DIRECT-DIAGONALIZATION PSEUDOPOTENTIAL

METHOD FOR QUANTUM DOTS

We use a screened atomistic pseudopotential Hamilton
to determine the electronic structure arising from a giv
atomistic description of a quantum dot. The calculations p
ceed in four steps:~i! assume a size, shape, and composit
for the dot and compute the equilibrium atomic displac
ments, ~ii ! set up and solve the pseudopotential sing
particle equations to obtain energy levels and wavefunctio
~iii ! compute the interparticle direct and exchange scree
Coulomb interactions, and~iv! calculate exciton energies an
transition dipole matrix elements. Addition of correlatio
corrections done elsewhere47,48 via the ‘‘configuration-
interaction’’ ~CI! method is not included here.

For the present application to alloy dots, we wish to e
phasize that our pseudopotential approach explicitly tre
the alloy with atomic detail. We do not use a virtual crys
approximation~VCA!, in which the InGaAs alloy is approxi-
mated by virtual cation atoms. Rather, our model conta
three species of atoms~In, Ga, and As!, and InGaAs alloy
regions are constructed by randomly placing In or Ga ato
on cation sites, with the In/Ga probability chosen to achie
the desired composition.

r

ri-
ulomb
TABLE I. Exciton energiesEX ~in meV! as defined in Eq.~5! for Model 1 and Model 2 geometries~see

Fig. 1! with different average In compositionx̄In for both uniform and peaked composition profiles. Expe
mental energies listed are for the center of three Gaussians fit to the PL spectra in Fig. 2. Direct co
contributionsJ to exciton binding energy and the maximum In compositionxIn

max for each model are also
listed. Bold typeface indicates model and composition having closest agreement with experiment.

Model 1 Model 2 Expt.

x̄In
Uniform Peaked Uniform Peaked PL

50% 1341~24! 1327 ~26! 1282 ~21! 1264 ~22!

e02h0 55% 1321~26! 1309 ~27! 1256 ~22! 1255 ~23! 1165
60% 1300~27! 1286 ~28! 1236 ~23! 1192„24…
50% 1340~17! 1328 ~17!

e12h1 55% unbound 1320~17! 1315 ~17! 1250
60% 1295~17! 1264„18…
50% 1344~17! 1332 ~17!

e22h2 55% unbound 1324~17! 1319 ~17! 1250
60% 1299~17! 1268„18…

e32h3 60% unbound 1361~13! 1334„15… 1315
e42h5 60% unbound 1368~14! 1345„16… 1315
e52h4 60% unbound 1369~14! 1345„16… 1315
2-4
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CONSEQUENCES OF In/Ga . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 125302
A. Computing the equilibrium atomic positions

We place the InGaAs/GaAs alloy dot and wetting lay
inside a supercell containing GaAs with dimensions 3
33393339 Å ~that is, 60a360a360a, wherea55.65 Å
for bulk GaAs! and apply periodic boundary conditions
the supercell. The cell has been chosen to be large eno
that interactions between periodic images do not significa
affect the strain fields and electronic wave functions.

Instead of treating strain with harmonic continuum ela
ticity theory, as is commonly used for dislocation fre
heterostructures,28,32we treat strain with an atomistic valenc
force field ~VFF! model.4,21,49,50VFF offers a couple of ad-
vantages over harmonic continuum elasticity theory:~i! VFF
can capture anharmonic effects, which are important in In
GaAs systems with 7% lattice mismatch~see Ref. 51 for a
comparison of formation energies as calculated by VFF
first principles!, and ~ii ! unlike contiuum elasticity models
that depict conical or lens-shaped dots as having cylindr
symmetry, VFF has the correct point-group symmetry (C2v),
arising from the underlying zinc-blende lattice.4 Our imple-
mentation of the VFF includes bond stretching, bond-an
bending, and bond-length/bond-angle interaction terms
that we have three force constants for each material, wh
are fit to reproduce theC11, C12, andC44 elastic constants
of the material.21 The equilibrium atomic positions are dete
mined by minimizing VFF total energy using a conjuga
gradients algorithm. The length of the supercell in the@001#
direction must also be relaxed due to expansion of the
taxially strained InGaAs wetting layer, while the in-plan
dimensions are fixed to the lattice constant of the GaAs s
strate.

B. Determination of single-particle eigenstates

Having determined the atomic positions, we use a pseu
potential Hamiltonian to model the electronic structure of
dots,

H52
1

2
¹21(

a,n
va@r2Ran ,Tr~ean!#1ya

(SO), ~1!

where a runs over atom species~In, Ga, and As!, and n
indexes the atoms. The local part of the pseudopotential,ya ,
includes dependence on the local hydrostatic strain19 Tr(e)
and has been fit to bulk properties, including band structu
experimental deformation potentials, experimental effect
masses, first-principles calculations of the valence-band
sets of GaAs and InAs, and the alloy bowing parameter
the InGaAs band gap.21 Spin orbit interactions are included21

via a nonlocal potentialya
(SO).21

We solve the Hamiltonian Eq.~1! for the band-edge
eigenstates using the strained linear combination of b
bands~SLCBB! method.2 The SLCBB methods has two fea
tures:~i! Wave functions are expanded in a basis set cho
from the bulk Bloch orbitals of materials~and strains! char-
acteristic of the inhomogeneous system being solved,

c~x!5(
n

NB

(
k

Nk

Cn,kfn,k
0 ~x!, ~2!
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wheren indexes a set of bulk bands from different materia
in various strain states, and vectorsk are chosen from physi
cally important regions of the Brillouin zone, bothG and off
G. ~In k•p only G states are used.! This allows a physically
motivated basis to be chosen that is much smaller tha
plane-wave expansion, and is independent of system s
For example, the calculations here use the bulk bands f
three structures: unstrained GaAs, strained GaAs,
strained InAs. Using eight bands and allk points with k
<0.11 Å21 (k<0.22 Å in the growth direction! produces
27 933 basis functions for the 1.7 million atom system co
sidered here.~ii ! The effects of strain are incorporated in
the basis set by distorting the Bloch orbitals and evaluat
the Hamiltonian under the approximation of slowly varyin
stain.2 This straining of the basis set is necessary to prov
a good basis for solving the Hamiltonian Eq.~1!, which ex-
plicitly includes the displacement of strained atoms and
strain dependence of the atomic pseudopotentials.
SLCBB method distinguishes itself fromk•p by the reten-
tion of different Bloch orbitalsfn,k for different materials,
the inclusion of off-G states in the basis, and explicit depe
dence on strain.

C. Computation of direct and exchange Coulomb energies

Having obtained the single-particle wave functions$c i%
for the SLCBB calculations, the effect of Coulomb intera
tions are described by the direct and exchange screened
lomb matrix elements,Ji j and Ki j , between single-particle
eigenstatesc i and c j . These matrix elements are given b
the direct Coulomb integral,

Ji j 5E E uc i~r 1!u2uc j~r 2!u2

ēur 12r 2u
dr 1dr 2, ~3!

and the exchange Coulomb integral,

Ki j 5E E c i* ~r 1!c i~r 2!c j* ~r 1!c j~r 2!

ēur 12r 2u
dr 1dr 2. ~4!

Here we have used the bulk dielectric constant
In0.5Ga0.5As, taken to beē5(e`,InAs1e`,GaAs)/2513.0. The
use of pseudopotentialc wave functions having atomic de
tail is known to give smaller Coulomb energies and differe
size scaling for both direct and Coulomb energies as co
pared to the commonly used effective-mass wave functio7

D. Determination of excitation energies and transition
strengths

Due to strong confinement in the dot, the excitonic ene
arising from electron statei and hole statej is well described
by first-order perturbation theory,

EX5~«ei2«h j!2Jei2h j1Kei2h jdS,0 , ~5!

wheredS,051 for triplet states and 0 for singlet states. T
exchange termK here is inter-band electron-hole exchang
which is quite small ('1 meV) and therefore omitted in
2-5
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this work. Note that these Coulomb energies are are ev
ated from atomistic pseudopotential wave functions, not
velope functions.7

IV. INTERPLAY OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

A. First measurement of size and shape: Model 1

A first rough assessment of the dot shape and size
performed by a combination of atomic force microsco
~AFM! and TEM plan-view images. The former measu
ment was performed on uncapped quantum dots, showing
uniform dot base size distribution peaked around 150 Å
height 35 Å. The capped samples were analyzed by T
plan-view~see top of Fig. 3!, showing a truncated pyramida
shape. The profile could not be determined very accura
by the plan view due to the complex image contrast, whic
affected by strain, composition, and sample thickness. H
ever, by combining the information obtained by the tw
methods we determined the structure to be a truncated c
cal shape, with a base diameter 150 Å, height 35 Å, a
top diameter 70 Å.

Position resolved EDX and EELS experiments were p
formed by scanning a probe with a FWHM smaller than
nm both across several dots and across several regions o
wetting layer. The top portion of Fig. 4 is a STEM image
two dots. ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ mark respectively the lines where the
scans were performed, corresponding to~A! a dot and~B! the
wetting layer far from the dots. The strain contrast arou
the dot in the STEM image is evident. To check the conc
tration of In in the well and the dot we carried out positio
resolved EDX and EELS analysis.

The In/As concentration ratio derived from EELS is plo
ted as a function of position for the dot~graph ‘‘A’’ in Fig. 4!
and the wetting layer~graph ‘‘B’’ in Fig. 4!. The composition
profiles derived from EDX~not shown! and EELS are con-

FIG. 3. TEM image of the dots in the@001# direction ~top im-

age! and the@11̄0# direction ~bottom image!.
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sistent to within a few percent, indicating the excellent
producibility of our measurements. The full width at ha
maximum ~FWHM! of the WL profile is about 1463 Å.
This is consistent with the real space TEM cross section
with the nominal growth parameters. Given the high spa
resolution of the experiment, the broadening of the com
sition profile indicates that the wetting layer has sharp int
faces with interdiffusion limited to about 1–2 ML’s.

Unlike the case of the WL, the dot measurements sho
considerable broadening and an asymmetry in the In com
sition profile. The measured In/As concentrations across
dot are usually higher than those obtained from the WL. T
tail in the distribution is consistent with a somewhat tape
dot shape extending some 30–40 Å into the GaAs capp
layer. Extraction of quantitative compositional In profile
from such projected experimental data is problematic. T
energy-loss signal comes not only from the dot but also fr
the residual GaAs capping layers~which remain after cross
sectioning! above and below the dot. The contribution fro
this capping layer becomes larger as the electron prob
scanned across the dot~away from the WL! thus, even if the
In concentration in the dot is constant, the measured In
ratio will decrease if the dot has tapered morphology. T
problem is exacerbated because the structures of interes
comparable to the electron probe, resulting in In profi
which are broadened.

We have constructed Model 1, which is consistent w
both the spectroscopic and morphological information o
tained from the electron microscopy measurements. We
sume that some In diffuses into the dot, resulting in a lo

FIG. 4. STEM image in the@11̄0# direction ~top! and EELS
scans~bottom graphs! showing the composition profile along th
@001# direction. Line ‘‘A’’ goes up though the wetting layer an
through the center of a dot, and line ‘‘B’’ goes up through t
wetting layer far from the dot. The In content in the EELS data h
been normalized to a 50% In composition in the wetting layer
determined by comparison between PL from the wetting layer
pseudopotential calculations.
2-6
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depletion of In from the wetting layer. We model the dot
a 6-ML wetting layer with a 30% In content@see Fig. 1~a!#.
For simplicity we neglect the possibility of diffusion of I
into the above capping layer. To study the effect of the
distribution, we have varied the In composition, using bot
uniform profile and a nonuniform, peaked profile@shown on
the left and right sides of Fig. 1~a!#. Based on the available
data, we assume that the In concentration changes
height, using a piecewise linear function with a peaked ma
mum at one-third the dot height.

B. Pseudopotential calculations for Model 1 and comparison
to experiment

To determine the origin of the PL features, we have p
formed empirical pseudopotential calculations for a range
In compositions with both the uniform and peaked profil
The results are summarized under the heading ‘‘Model 1’
Table I. For all composition profiles tested, we find only
single bound electron state, while all six calculated h
states are bound. The calculated exciton energiesEx @see Eq.
~5!#, for the bound electron state lie between 1.29 and 1
eV, depending on composition. Thus the predicted opt
properties of the Model 1 geometry are inconsistent with
observation of three PL peaks, and the predicted exciton
ergy is too high to account for the strong PL near 1.165

C. Second measurement of size and shape: Model 2

Further TEM observations were performed, this time
the @01̄1# zone axis. The bottom of Fig. 3 shows a typic
HRTEM image of one of the dots along@01̄1#. Although it
is well established that HRTEM images show a contr
which is the result of overlapping of~a! structural contrast,
~b! compositional contrast, and~c! strain contrast~conse-
quently, it is extremely difficult to relate the contrast featur
with the actual shape of the dot without computer simu
tions!, a careful analysis of the image, together with Four
filtering, provides a clear picture of the In rich area. We th
obtain different structural data, namely, the height of the d
is 35 Å, the diameter of the base is about 200 Å, and
diameter of the top is 160 Å. The angle between the
base and the dot side is 54°. The difference between th
measurements and those of the previously described p
view TEM image arise because the contrast image in the
view does not correspond to the physical size of the
itself, but rather to a mean strain field which is averag
across the thickness of the specimen. The improved res
tion of HRTEM over the previous plan view TEM images
apparent from Fig. 3. Based on these improved meas
ments, we introduce a Model 2 geometry, shown in Fig. 1~b!.

D. Pseudopotential calculations for Model 2 and comparison
with experiment

We perform pseudopotential calculations for the geome
of Model 2, varying the In composition as before. Figure
shows the energies and wave functions of the hole states
electronic states forx̄In560% and a nonuniform compositio
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profile. The wave-function images show isosurfaces
charge density containing 75% of the charge. The wett
layer is unchanged from Model 1, so the thresholds for
electrons and holes to become unbound from the dot are
eWL51493 meV andhWL541.5 meV, respectively. This
time there are three dot-localized states,e0 , e1, ande2. De-
pending on the composition profile, statese3 , e4, ande5 can
be either wetting layer states or localized to the dot. Sta
e3 , e4, ande5 are dot localized whenx̄In560%, but combine
with the wetting layer continuum when the In content
lower or the composition profile is uniform. As before, a
calculated hole states are dot localized.

Table I gives the calculated exciton energies for Mode
with different average In composition for both nonunifor
and uniform profiles. We see that the closest match of exp
ment to theory is again forx̄In560% with a nonuniform,
peaked composition~values are indicated by boldface cha

FIG. 5. Top view of envelope function isosurfaces containi
75% of the probability for the Model 2 dot geometry of Fig. 1~b!
with nonuniform, peaked composition having average In cont

x̄in560%. We give the single-particle energies« measured relative
to the GaAs VBM. All levels shown are localized to the dot.
2-7
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acters in Table I!. These values are shown as bold arro
above the PL spectra in Fig. 2. This time the agreement w
the PL data is much better: we find three exciton shells,
energies agree to within 30–40 meV. The calculated e
gies are consistently higher than the centers of the Gauss
fit to the PL. Part of this discrepancy is due to exchange
correlation effects between excitons in these highly exc
dots~neglected in our calculations!. Pseudopotential calcula
tions with configuration interaction for multiexcitons in sim
lar SK dots48 predict redshifts between 5 and 30 meV due
multiexciton interactions.

From the calculated exciton energies predicted by
pseudopotential calculations, we attribute the experime
PL features to the following transitions:~i! the broad peak
centered around 1.165 eV is identified as thee02h0 ~funda-
mental! exciton transition in the dots;~ii ! the obscured peak
near 1.25 eV is due to thee12h1 and e22h2 ~secondary!
exciton transitions.~iii ! the third broad peak centered arou
1.315 eV is identified as the third shell excitons (e32h3 ,
e42h5, ande52h4) and ~iv! the double peak with energie
1.4 and 1.43 eV is associated with wetting layer transitio

The polarization ratiol5P110/P11̄0 of exciton peaks in
polarized PL spectra has recently been used as an indic
of dot shape.52 Although we have not performed polarize
PL measurements for our samples, we can make predict
from our model. We have calculated the polarization ratio
the e02h0 excitonic transition using our best geomet
~Model 2! with x̄In560%. For a uniform composition profile
we find l50.981, and the anisotropy increases tol50.966
for the nonuniform, peaked composition profile. TheEe12h1

andEe22h2
transitions are highly polarized, but are separa

in energy by only 3 meV. The polarization ratioP100/P010
for all transitions is essentially one, as required byC2v sym-
metry and in agreement with measurements on other s
assembled dots.52

The intrinsic dipole moment of the exciton, given by th
effective growth direction separation of the center of mass
the electron and hole states, has been cited as an indicat
composition profile. Although we have not performed line
Stark effect measurements to experimentally determine
quantity, we can give theoretical predictions from our mod
For a uniform composition profile we find a small dipo
momentpz50.5e Å, with the holeslightly abovethe elec-
tron. For the peaked composition, the dipole moment is
sentially unchanged,pz50.4e Å ~hole aboveelectron!.

We conclude that our alloy dot is best described by
Model 2 @Fig. 1~b!# geometry with a peaked compositio
having an average In contentx̄In560% and a maximal con
centration ofxmax580%. Our results for the excitonic ene
gies ~in eV! and corresponding polarization ratiosl and di-
pole momentspz are

Ee02h0
51.192; l50.966; pz50.3e Å

Ee12h1
51.264; l51.511; pz50.2e Å

Ee22h2
51.268; l50.646; pz50.4e Å
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Ee32h3
51.334;

Ee42h5
51.345;

Ee52h4
51.345. ~6!

V. THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF
COMPOSITIONAL CHANGES ON ELECTRONIC

PROPERTIES OF DOTS

Having established via experiment-theory interaction
reasonable size, shape, and compositional profile of th
dots, we now turn to the study of the generic effects of In/
compositional variations on the dots’ electronic properti
Composition variation has several interdependent effects~i!
band offsets are modified, exhibiting bowing as well as str
dependence;~ii ! effective masses are modified by both com
position and strain; and~iii ! the strain fields themselves de
pend on the composition profile. Pseudopotential calcu
tions treat all these effects, making them a good tool
studying compositional variations. We performed pseudo
tential calculations for a dot with the final geometry
Model 2 @Fig. 1~b!# using~i! a range of In concentrationsx̄In
with a fixed uniform composition profile and~ii ! the same
range ofx̄In with a nonuniform, peaked composition. Fro
these calculations we are able to~i! compare strain energie
for different composition profiles,~ii ! present strain profiles
and strain-modified confinement potentials illustrating the
fect of composition variation on the dot’s confinement pro
erties,~iii ! study the effects of varying the In concentratio
while keeping a fixed, uniform composition profile, and~iv!
compare the electronic properties of a uniform vs nonu
form, peaked composition profile.

A. Strain energies for different composition profiles

Strain energy is believed to drive the In into a nonunifo
profile within the dot.16 We have observed such nonunifor
In distribution in our EELS and EDX composition profile
To see if the composition profiles are consistent with a stra
driven mechanism, we compare the total strain energy
calculated by VFF for dots with different composition pr
files. We find that dots with the nonuniform, peaked comp
sition profile do indeed have lower strain energy than d
with uniform compositions. However, for the model consi
ered here, the decrease in total strain energy for the non
form dots is only about 0.5 meV/atom, which is too small
make the peaked profile thermodynamically favorable at
alistic growth temperatures. From our strain calculations
embedded dots, we cannot comment on the role of sur
strain on composition profiles during the growth of th
InGaAs dots.

B. Strain profiles and confinement potentials

Using our relaxed atomic positions, we calculate str
fields from the distortion of the tetrahedron of nearest nei
bors for each cation. We plot the strains in the top part of F
6, for x̄In560% and both a uniform and nonuniform, peak
2-8
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composition~shown on the left and right sides of the figur
respectively!. The jagged features in the graphs arise fro
atomic scale material fluctuations in the random alloy.~Such
alloy fluctuations are related to exciton localization in bu
films.17,18! For the figure we have averaged over 72 adjac
atoms in each monolayer to reduce the fluctuations. The
ure shows the strain perpendicular (exx) and parallel (ezz) to
the growth direction as well as the volume distortion (Tre).
Due to the periodic boundary conditions in our calculatio
there is a small coupling between vertically stacked perio
images, causing an artificial, small (,0.005), constant strain

FIG. 6. Strain profiles~top! and confinement~bottom! for a dot
with the geometry shown in Fig. 1~b!. Left side of the figure shows
results for a uniform In composition within the dot, and the rig
side is for nonuniform In composition, peaked in the center of
dot ~as shown on the right side of Fig. 1!. Strain perpendicular (exx)
and parallel (ezz) to the growth direction, and volume distortio
(Tr e) are shown. The small (,0.005), constant strain inexx and
ezz above and below the dot is due to the artificial interaction w
periodic dot images in the growth direction of the calculation. Co
finement potentials for conduction electrons (Ec), heavy holes
(Ehh), and light holes (Elh) are shown for illustrative purposes on
and are not used in the pseudopotential method. Pseudopote
single-particle energies are shown as short lines in the confinem
potential figures.
12530
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in exx andezz. Otherwise, the strain fields decay away fro
the dot, as expected for a zero-dimensional structure. We
that both the wetting layer and the dot are epitaxia
strained: there is compression in the growth plane («xx,0)
and expansion in the growth direction («zz.0). The expan-
sion in the growth direction is compensated for by compr
sion in the GaAs above and below the dot. Strain is cons
erably stronger within the dot than in the wetting layer. Th
is consistent with the different average In compositions,
and 60%, for the wetting layer and dot, respectively. For
nonuniform, peaked distribution we see a peak in the str
corresponding to the peak in the In concentration.

To illustrate the effect of strain and composition on co
finement properties, we have calculated the strain-modi
confinement potentials using a simplek•p model describing
the coupling of harmonic strain to the valence-band ma
mum and conduction-band minimum of cubic materials53

This approximation is not a necessary step to our calc
tions, since these modeled confinements never enter
pseudopotential calculations. Rather, the confinement po
tials are a useful tool for giving a qualitative picture of th
confinement mechanism. The confinement potentials
electrons, heavy holes, and light holes are shown in the
tom part of Fig. 6. The left side of the figure shows t
confinement potential for uniform composition, and the rig
side of the figure shows the effects of a nonuniform, pea
In distribution on the confinement potential. Short lines
the dot layer indicate the pseudopotential calculated elec
and hole energies and arrows denote the thresholds of
wetting layer continua for electrons and holes. From
graphs, we see that the confinement potentials resemble
strain fields for electrons and heavy holes, while the lig
hole potential is relatively flat. Due to the weak light ho
confinement, we expect bound hole states to be predo
nately heavy hole in nature. The confinement of the electr
and heavy holes is much stronger in the dot than the wet
layer, and the dot with nonuniform, peaked composition h
a peaked confinement potential, too. Thus we see a trend
stronger confinement with increasing In content~as a result
of the smaller band gap of InAs, even in the presence
larger strain!, and might expect our pseudopotential calcu
tions to show stronger electron and heavy hole binding w
either increasing In content or nonuniform, peaked compo
tions.

C. Pseudopotential results for uniform composition

Using the pseudopotential method, we have calcula
single-particle energies, Coulomb matrix elements, and e
ton energies for Model 2 dots with a uniform compositio
profile andx̄In550, 55, and 60%. Figure 7 shows the chan
in single-particle energies as the In content is increased
kept uniform. For the range of In concentration consider
the binding energy of electrons and holes increases ne
linearly with increasing In content. In going fromx̄In

550% to x̄In560%, the electron energies change by ab
35 meV, and the hole energies change by about 20 m
Thus our expectation based on the strain-modified confi
ment potentials are born out.
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Two mechanisms cause the exciton energy to be
shifted when the In content increases:~i! the electron and
hole become more tightly bound to the dot, which decrea
the difference in single-particle energiesD«, and ~ii ! the
smaller spatial extent of the electron and hole wave functi
causes the attractive direct Coulomb energyJ to increase.
Numerical values forJ, with resulting exciton energiesEx
5D«2J, are shown in Table I. We see that reduction inD«
contributes more to the exaction redshift than the increas
direct Coulomb energyJ. The fundamental exciton has
redshift of 90 meV when increasing In content fromx̄In

550% to x̄In560%. The redshift of the excited excito
states is about a factor of 2 smaller.

D. Pseudopotential results for nonuniform composition

To study the effects of varying the spatial distribution
In, we have repeated pseudopotential calculations for a
age compositionsx̄In550, 55, and 60%. The single-partic
energies are shown in Fig. 8 and the resulting exciton e
gies are listed in Table I. We see that the exciton energies
15–30 meV lower for dots with peaked, nonuniform profil
as compared to the corresponding uniform dots. This is
marily due to the smaller energy gap between electron
hole levels, with only a small;1-meV contribution from the
enhanced Coulomb interaction due to the greater localiza
of the wave functions. As seen in Fig. 8, both electron a
hole levels contribute to the decreased energy gap.

FIG. 7. Energy of the single-particle states vs average In c

centration for the Model 2 geometry@Fig. 1~b!# with uniform x̄In In
distribution.
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VI. CONCLUSION

By interactive iteration of theory and experiment we ha
arrived at a consistent picture of both the material and e
tronic structure of a sample of InGaAs/GaAs alloy dots.
our model with best experiment-theory agreement, we fin
truncated conical shape, with height 35 Å, base diame
200 Å, and top diameter 160 Å@Model 2 of Fig. 1~b!#. The
In composition in our best model is nonuniform, starting
30% at the base of the dot, reaching a maximum of aro
80% at about one-third the dot height, and decreasing bac
about 30% at the top of the dot, giving an average In co
position x̄In560%. From EELS and TEM measuremen
and a comparison of PL and pseudopotential calculations
have estimated the wetting layer far from the dot to be
ML’s thick with 50% In content~thickness 12 Å). Near the
dot, the wetting layer is depleted and broadened, which
model as 6 ML’s with 30% In content.

Pseudopotential calculations on our best model struc
find six dot-localized electron states and many dot-localiz
hole states. We have identified four features in the PL spe
~Fig. 2!: ~i! the broad peak around 1.165 eV is associa
with the fundamentale02h0 exciton ~calculated energy
1.192 eV!; ~ii ! an obscured peak centered near 1.25 eV
sociated with the secondary excitons,e12h1 and e22h2
~calculated energies 1.264 and 1.268 eV!; ~iii ! a broad peak

-

FIG. 8. Single-particle energy levels for two different compo
tion profiles with the Model 2 geometry of Fig. 1~b!. The ‘‘peaked
composition’’ concentrates the In in the center of the dot~as shown
on the right side of Fig. 1!, and enhances the binding of electro
and holes to the dot.
2-10
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located near 1.315 eV associated with a third exciton s
e32h3 , e42h5, and e52h4 ~calculated energies 1.334
1.345, and 1.245 eV!; and~iv! the double peak near 1.4 eV
associated with the wetting layer~the calculated exciton en
ergy in 4 ML’s of In0.5Ga0.5As is 1.40 eV!. Thus, for the
iterated model geometry, we find that theoretical and exp
mental exciton energies agree to within&30 meV. The ma-
jority of this difference may be attributed to multiexcito
exchange and correlation interactions in the highly exci
PL spectra,48 which were not included in our calculations.

We find that by either increasing the amount of In with
the dot or by concentrating a given amount of In near
center of the dot, both electrons and holes become m
strongly bound to the dot. A small change of In content fro
50 to 60% causes an exciton redshift of about 70 meV~Table
I!, due primarily to shifts in single-particle energies~Fig. 7!.
Changing the composition profile from a uniform In dist
bution to a centrally peaked distribution can redshift the
citon by an additional 20–40 meV~Table I!, again due pri-
s.
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marily to shifts in single-particle energies~Fig. 8!.
Thus we have found an interactive iteration of theory a

experiment to be capable of determining both the mate
and electronic structure of self-assembled dots. The exp
mental techniques of PL spectroscopy, HRTEM, EELS, a
EDX and theoretical pseudopotential techniques are sens
to the composition details of nanostructures. The results
sented here highlight the sensitivity of electronic structure
the material structure and the importance of accurate m
surements of dot size, shape, and material composition.
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